Productivity, Innovation and Review of the Workplace Relations Regulatory Framework

It is almost twelve months since the Productivity Commission completed its Inquiry Report into Workplace Relations.

The Government has yet to formally respond and given the nature of the topic, that is probably understandable.

We can all hope that the time is being spent wisely.

In many areas of the Australian economy today, what we have in place to encourage the development of the Australia economy at the level of the firm – what we once called micro economic policy - is now the product of many years of compromise.

Compromise in the form of rickety regulatory edifices built on the foundations of solid reformist work done in the 80s and 90s by successive governments.

Governments whose achievements are now legend.

And thus can be treated as legends are: like Camelot, natural perhaps to those far distant times … …..but unnatural today.

With the implication that expectations of reform should accordingly be lowered.

Of course, to those of us who worked in those reformist times, there was no Camelot, nor even a West Wing, this was no era of low-hanging fruit.

There was only hard grind against entrenched regulatory advantage; with high cost to any adjustment to that; and opponents desperately attached to failing institutions and systems.

One of these systems was in industrial relations.

---

Reform was not just the work of the Productivity Commission (or its predecessors) in those days. But certainly most of us who were involved in the reforms that set Australia up for 25 years uninterrupted GDP (Gross Domestic Product) growth acknowledge its role as a catalyst of change, through reductions in trade barriers and exposure of protectionist behaviour.

And the politics of that time was also more comparable to today’s partisanship than is popularly imagined. In truth, while the image of a Camelot may float in the air, there was plenty of politics to go around, as both major parties during their stint in power sought to convince their own supporters to take the medicine, while convincing the broader public that the other lot were rubbish.

And the product of all that work was a flexible economic structure in Australia that persistently lifted productivity and national income, and allowed for redistribution policies that ensured we did not then and still do not today suffer from the languishing incomes for the poorest households and inequality of income distribution that now bedevils the US and the UK; and may be contributing to extremes in political behaviour.

This is a chart we developed for a presentation I gave to a number of governments in South America a few weeks ago, where the Australian reform model (as it’s called there) is, amongst politicians as well as technocrats, an object of near-universal respect.
Yet that otherwise highly creditable long term combination of falling unit labour costs, rising household incomes and rising productivity contrasts with a very quiet time in economic reform over more recent times, and some odd if not downright unhelpful interventions – some State, some Commonwealth - inconsistent with the public policy that got us where we are today.

Interventions in:
- bilateral trade
- anti-dumping
- planning and zoning regulation
- gas exploration
- foreign investment
- infrastructure planning…

…raise doubts about the direction of reform, and its substance.

Commentators say that this is just politics today, and are apparently happy to leave it at that.

Thus in workplace relations, while we have all heard that consultation on the Productivity Commission (PC) Report continues, it comes with a nudge and wink that suggests not a lot should be expected.

I’d like to say today that I expect more than that.

The attitude of one or another of the minor parties in the Senate is usually cited as the cause of such low expectations.

But the damaging consequence of such hints is not that little could ever be asked of such disparate interests in the Senate, it is that so little is asked of the major parties, who could between them generate worthy change.

The Workplace Relations Report we produced last year in my view has much in it for both major parties.

Pursuing reforms could return this subject to the status it enjoyed for much of the two decades leading up to Workchoices – that is, an arena in which all the major participants accepted that the reform direction was settled:
- we had a need for continuously improving professionalism in bargaining
- with less dependence on arbitration
- greater recognition that workplace productivity is a shared responsibility between employer and employees
• favouring substance over form in decision-making
• a safety net that ensures a person in work gains a measure of self-respect, financially and otherwise, from their efforts.

While it would be wildly optimistic to say that the reforms proposed in our Report could be a vehicle for bipartisanship, let’s also recognise that this has never been the goal of any reform effort, at any time.

It is inevitable, today as it was in past eras of genuine reform, that political parties will emphasise those things on which they differ over the things on which they may agree.

But intense political differences did not stop the passage of legislation that was necessary to reduce protectionism in the 80s and 90s; or to introduce competition in telecommunications and aviation and electricity; or to implement the Hilmer Report on national Competition Policy.

And this applied - grudgingly perhaps, but still it applied - across multiple levels of government.

Putting effort into identifying where we can progress should not stop simply because we cannot truly label this an area of bipartisanship. If no reform can ever take place without bipartisan support, we will be a nation burdened for a long time by stasis.

The catalyst for change then is limited to one rather undesirable option: a crisis.

And the last time we were such a nation – the sixties and seventies – it did not end well. Two recessions, one currency crisis, unemployment and interest rates both above 10%.

The right objective is for the need for continuous reform to be accepted - in this area and in the array of other areas – such as those I cited earlier - where leaders on both sides know the right direction of reform, but have sacrificed the art of negotiation for the science of the wedge.

Policies need to move forward on a broad front, at a time when the rest of the world is certainly not offering to do the Australian economy any favours.

And our own pallid recovery in non-mining investment is indicating that we have not yet found the encouraging environment necessary for risk-taking and innovation.

In such a context, the more ‘no go’ areas there are, the more incentive for everyone who has a vested interest to demand that they too become a ‘no go’ area.

Institutional reform in workplace relations – not the alteration of laws to favour one ideological perspective or another, but the alteration of the institution itself - is often for long periods a no go area. And generally it is desirable that institutions are stable for long periods.
But when institutions are not adapted to the environment in which they have to work, the perversity of decision-making can have major consequences.

In the 80s and 90s reform period, it was evident we had a problem in workplace relations. We could see it, because it took an Accord to break decision-making structures into economically manageable outcomes.

And so, eventually, we reformed the institution itself. At the time, I know from personal involvement, it took years longer than its authors wished.

We will not see the like of the Accord again and, with no disrespect at all to those who made it work, desirably so. This was not sustainable policy.

And now we have proposed in our recent report to reform the institution again, a mere twenty-five years later.

…

In Australia, our situation today bears little resemblance to that earlier period of turmoil and disruption.

Some today would say – as we heard quite a lot in the 1980s – ‘if it ain’t broke, do not fix it’. As I used to say at the time, not quite the advice we give ourselves when we put the car in for service, but maybe the national economy is less important.

In contemporary times, the major decline in the terms of trade we have experienced since 2012 has seen the national income growth rate falling for some years now, and yet no effort has been made at the policy level to lift productivity and offset this.

When I started this job in March of 2013, I made what some suggested were productivity forecasts in my first speech.
They were not forecasts, merely a representation of what would happen if labour productivity did not lift strongly in the second decade of the 2000s to offset the expected decline in the ToT (Terms of Trade), after a poor performance in the first decade of this century.

If labour productivity simply recovered to its long run average, I suggested, the terms of trade decline and slowing labour market participation due to an ageing population and weaker hours worked would still see national income growth halve.

Growth, sure, but half its long run level.

Today, the revised figure looks like this.
Bottom line is, the 2013 projection now looks pretty optimistic.

Some might say I was shooting fish in a barrel, the terms of trade decline was going to cause this downward shift in income regardless of what productivity did.

And there is a bit of truth in that, but only a statistical truth.

Yes, the ToT decline was always going to be ugly, when it arrived.

But no, for productivity we did not have to limit our objectives to simply hoping for recovery from the bad performance of the 2000s, back to the long run average.

We could have aspired to much more. We did not.

And while labour productivity has returned to average – not perhaps a traditional benchmark for celebration - income growth still declined. Seriously, some might say.

We should have aspired to more 3 years ago, and we still should do so today.

Labour market reform is not the only, nor even the largest productivity-enhancing reform we could undertake.
But it is the one most iconic in terms of showing that Government and Opposition might still be able to agree at times, and demonstrate to a jaded public that it is still possible for policy to move forward without a wedge.

I mentioned a little earlier the agreed direction for improving the Workplace Relations (WR) system that had applied until the last decade of hyperactivity, created by Workchoices.

These shared interests were:

- professionalism in bargaining
- less dependence on arbitration
- substance over form
- recognising workplaces are shared responsibilities
- safety nets, to support the dignity of work.

If we are wise, we can find a set of such changes that match these standards in the Commission’s 2015 report.

Today, I’m going to point to a few that I believe can easily meet the tests I’ve set.

But I do so only to illustrate what should be achievable, despite any politics of difference.

As Chairman of the PC, I’m never going to advocate cherry-picking our reports.

The issues are the issues and the solution are the solutions, and I’ve seen nothing in subsequent commentary in the past year to persuade me that we got anything of substance wrong.

But in order to make the case that agreement is possible, despite political differences, in a 20 minute time-frame, I can only highlight a few obvious candidates.

**Workplace Standards Commission (WSC)**

The idea of breaking the Fair Work Commission (FWC) up into two bodies is driven by a simple and strongly evident fact: the FWC is currently charged with two economy-wide decision-making processes - the awards modernisation process; and the setting of the Minimum Wage – both being wage-setting arrangements.

They are quite different in nature to its other work - different in skills and in culture to the legally-driven dispute settlement and agreement approval work.

We say in the Report, and do so with quite strong evidence, that decisions of an economic nature – setting the base price of labour across the economy, judging how to
structure a modernised award - are being substantially driven by building on precedent rather than on evidence.

The language of decisions is couched as being ‘not persuaded’ by any new evidence, thus indicating that it is always the prior view that must be dislodged, rather than a fresh view taken of the matter.

And while some weight is given to expert opinion, it is not the quality of the expertise that determines whose view is considered, but whether they are nominated as an expert by the parties to the process. This necessarily limits the quality of the evidence received to being partisan, almost inevitably.

Panel members themselves must otherwise bring their own expertise to bear, but they are not helped in doing this by the lack of an independent research capability. Like the judiciary, they do not investigate the evidence themselves – but they should.

Given the significance of the price being set, in the public interest one would normally seek to have as much independent advice as possible, rather than skew the system towards a choice amongst partisan views.

The award modernisation process is similarly limited. Expert advice of an independent nature is not brought to bear on variations, and quite deliberately so. Since it is cost-free to a participating party not to agree to a variation, a lowest common denominator change process is inevitably locked in.

Those imbued with the spirit of the system as it is today do not find this exceptional. Those who work in the field of good public policy design find it quite shocking.

There will inevitably be costs imposed and flexibilities lost, as well as inequities perpetuated.

Creating a WSC would allow a shift from the legal culture of not overturning precedent to a whole-of-economy view – a view of the kind that has otherwise prevailed for some decades in this economy and given us this 25 years of uninterrupted growth.

Some Commissioners of the current FWC would be well-suited to work at the WSC, others would remain with the dispute settlement and arbitration entity. Mostvaluably, a culture of searching independently for the full weight of evidence could be embedded.

**Transfer of Business**

It is an extraordinary thing to find in the course of an inquiry like ours that the workplace relations system does not offer to the otherwise powerful decision-making in the FWC the discretion to make a decision that favours on-going employment over redundancy, such as in circumstances where a firm is going broke.
I will not specify the full detail as its complexity is beyond a speech of this kind, but section 309 and 318 of the Fair Work Act fail any common sense test that I can imagine.

Greenfields

A surprisingly high percentage of new Enterprise Agreements are greenfields agreements. The most important amongst these are large fixed investments in infrastructure.

We proposed that agreements should match the life of the project. This might seem common sense but the system does not allow for that kind of new fangled thinking.

We also proposed a mechanism that offers clear incentives to the parties not to draw out negotiations and so stymie investment and new jobs.

I particularly like last offer arbitration, but there were three options recommended. And they each applied incentive choices to both union and employer.

Four-year review process

There was bipartisan cheering in our lock-up in Canberra last year when the recommendation to abolish the four-year award modernisation process was put up on the screen. The general consensus is that this process has run its course.

We propose that the WSC take over the task and do so by reference to independent research (such as our weekend penalty rates analysis) into clear areas of contention where benefits of change may be high.

It means in effect that future analysis should follow substance rather than form. Only awards affected by the change would be under review, reducing the major call on resources of all parties to the 4-year reform model.

Inadvertent Errors

We proposed that the FWC should have the discretion to overlook a procedural error or mistake that in its view had no bearing on the outcome of an agreement process.

Again, for a system so empowered as to make large discretionary judgments about the cost of labour, it is quite odd that lesser judgments that could avoid the system being legitimately castigated as inefficient are not on everyone’s agenda.
**Independent Contractors**

We proposed that it should be made unlawful to misrepresent an employment relationship as a contractor role when it was not, and an employer could reasonably be expected to know otherwise.

Moreover, we also proposed an Enterprise Agreement not be able to restrict the use of legitimate contractor employees.

There is at least the semblance of a quid pro quo here, where the current law is in a poor state to deal with problems from both employer and employee perspectives.

**Migrant Workers**

It is obvious from the 7-11 Fair Work Ombudsman investigation and other examples in some food processing industries that migrant workers are very exposed to exploitation, and current law is insufficient to deal with these circumstances.

We made a series of recommendations to deal with this. None of them should be contentious, all of them would add a socially positive angle to a package that should draw wide support.

I am surely at my time limit and so do not propose to go further with examples.

My intention is to leave with you with the message that there is scope for reform in both this and in other important fields, that might collectively lift our national productivity.

Not change that involves erosion of conditions or tilting of the negotiating table in favour of one party or another, but change that – along with other reforms – seeks to reverse the decline in national income growth, and preferably reverse it.